NEWS COMMENT INSPIRATION DEBATE

‘God noticed Bethlehem’s unimportant
children – and expects us to do the same’

‘… Herod secretly called for the wise men … he sent them to Bethlehem, saying:
“Go and search diligently for the child …”’
Matthew 2: 1-18

M

atthew presents Jesus
as Emmanuel – ‘God
with us’ (Matt 1:23). God
came in Jesus to change
the world. That is why the Gospel is
good news. That God does not watch
our agonies from far off, or abandon us
to darkness and despair, is very good
news indeed. It is especially good news
to people faced with forces way beyond
their control, backed up by systems that
ensure they are always victims – always
silenced and disbelieved, so that the
world can carry on unchallenged. Jesus
came to share their suffering, and also
to do something about it.
Matthew’s Christmas story shines a
light on the system that protects Herod’s
dynasty. A system triggered by the arrival
of wise men in Jerusalem, enquiring
after ‘the child who has been born [the
true] king of the Jews’. The system is
threatened; Herod is frightened. He
acts secretly to contain and control the
threat, and when he is thwarted, moves
ruthlessly to eliminate it. The victims
are Bethlehem’s children – unimportant
Jewish peasant children, invisible in
the obscurity of a tiny rural village,
helpless in the face of the political and
military forces at Herod’s disposal. Their
massacre wouldn’t make the Jerusalem
news. No one would notice.
God noticed, though. And God
expects us to do the same. It is a vital
part of celebrating Christmas.
Christmas, more than any other
point in the calendar, is time to take
stock of what is happening to children
removed from their families and taken
into care. You might have missed the
report of the Jersey Care Inquiry in July
2017 (see bit.ly/2zbPrmM). It was buried

‘How will we hear their
cries this Christmas?’
beneath far more newsworthy items:
Donald Trump, Brexit and disputes
over fishing rights. The report details
the systematic cruelty and emotional,
sexual and physical abuse of children in
care homes on Jersey. It makes horrific
reading. Most chilling is the deliberate
blindness of the Jersey authorities in the
face of systematic abuse over decades.
Fear, and a desire to preserve ‘the
Jersey way’, won out over protecting
vulnerable children and dismantling an
abusive system.
We are seeing with the Westminster
scandals just how deeply rooted and
pervasive cultures and systems of abuse
can be. Vigilance is vital – not only to
guard against exceptional lapses but
because all systems are designed first
of all to perpetuate themselves, and
in so doing, protect and preserve the

people who operate them. It is their
first order of business – think about
how the first response to scandal is
not care for the victims but reputation
management. Maintenance of the status
quo is what systems do best. And it’s
what makes it so difficult to expose and
deal with abusive systems and call the
powerbrokers to account.
Power and money are two of the most
potent paralyses preventing any radical
overhaul of a broken system. ‘Fostering
children is big business’, according to a
headline in the Telegraph. Most people
would be startled to learn that the child
protection sector is now dominated by a
handful of companies, most of them run
by ex-social workers. These companies
are paid huge sums by local authorities
to make their fostering arrangements.
The National Fostering Agency was
sold in 2015 to a private equity firm for
more than £250m. Foster carers are paid
more than £36,000 annually: it’s a ‘career
move’ recommended by the website
lovemoney.com.
There are good reasons for believing
that our foster care system is broken.
Every piece of recent, serious research
concludes unequivocally that removing
children for any reason apart from a
threat to the child’s life will always be
far more destructive than caring for the
child within the family. Yet, in 2011, of
the 32,739 cases where care orders were
contested, only 72 (0.22%, or 22 in 10,000)
were refused by the courts.
Children in care become invisible.
Their whereabouts are kept secret. So
how might we know if they are safe?
How do we find out whether the system
is broken? We won’t discover it listening
to the news – Jersey proves that. We
need to take a concerted, collective
interest in the matter. Otherwise how
will we hear their cries this Christmas –
even if we’re listening out in the name
of Jesus?
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Small group discussion questions
December 2017/January 2018
Chapter & verse – Lawrence Moore (page 18)
Read Matthew 2:1-18, followed by Lawrence Moore’s article.
1. The article begins with one of the Bible’s names for Jesus: Emmanuel (‘God with us’). What
other names for Jesus are there and what do they signify? Which best sums up what Jesus
means to you?
2. Lawrence’s opening paragraph explains why, for him, the Gospel is good news. Are there
other reasons? Why is the Gospel good news for you?
3. What modern day situations can you think of where people are ‘faced with forces way
beyond their control’ (as Lawrence describes in the opening paragraph)?
4. Lawrence’s second paragraph reminds us of the third verse of the Bible text, which
describes Herod as ‘frightened’ by the arrival of Jesus. Why was Herod scared?
5. The third paragraph of the article states that ‘God noticed … [and] expects us to do the
same’. What types of injustice does God call us to notice/take action about?
6. Referring to the Jersey Care Inquiry (available online via bit.ly/2zbPrmM), Lawrence says
that ‘fear, and a desire to preserve “the Jersey way”, won out over … dismantling an abusive
system’. What do you make of this conclusion?
7. Lawrence’s fifth paragraph says: ‘All systems are designed … to perpetuate themselves, and
in so doing, protect and preserve the people who operate them.’ Do you agree, or disagree?
Why? How does this apply to the Church?
8. The article suggests vigilance as one way that individuals can combat systems of abuse
and ‘call the powerbrokers to account’. How else might we tackle this?
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For further reflection: ‘If you do abuse them, when they cry out to me, I will surely heed their
cry’ Exodus 22:23
Prayer: Heavenly father, you have promised yourself to those who are parentless and without
a home. We thank you for the times we have known your closeness and love when we were
in need. We pray for all those in need today, that they will know your care. Help us to make a
world where those who are vulnerable are protected and nurtured. Amen.
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